FORMATION OF EDITING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS OF FUTURE LIBRARIANS IN TERMS OF STUDY OF THE DISCIPLINE “EDITING OF ARTISTIC AND CHILDREN’S EDITIONS”

Abstract. The article deals with methodology of teaching the discipline on basic concepts of editing of artistic and children’s editions for the students of other specialty in order to improve their professional skills through experience in a highly specialized niche of information industry.
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Introduction. The disciplines of this specialization are aimed at in-depth study of professional aspects of the chosen or cross specialty. The students acquire additional knowledge and skills to apply them subsequently in work experience internship. In the article we will represent the perspectives of teaching the discipline “Editing of artistic and children’s editions” for the students who study the specialty “Book science, Librarianship and Bibliography”. The future specialists in bibliography and information logics study this discipline in the 8th semester of the fourth year, which is extremely important, as after its completion the students get bachelor’s degrees and can fall into the ranks of library staff.

The urgency of research is that the discipline on editing of artistic and children’s editions is taught directly for those future specialists who will work with the book: they will need to review new editions, to make the lists of recommended publications, to create the database of library resources, to consult the readers of libraries etc. And here it is impossible to estimate the value of the work without poring over its text. Some of these disciplines are focused on working with the texts written by the children, which is precondition for its applicability. As particularly the creative children bunch together in the libraries. Therefore, it is essential when the library staff and especially a literary studio executive are able to give to a child-author an appropriate advice or to consult a small author.

Up till now, such domestic theorists as R. H. Ivanchenko, N. V. Zelinska, V. V. Rizun, E. I. Ohar, M. S. Tyomshyk and others have developed the problems of editing theory. In particular the problem of editing of works written by children was researched by O. Yu. Vishchuk.

Results and discussions. The principle of method of this discipline teaching is to make the student poring over the text of work gradually and to enable him/her to see it as viewed by its author, editor and reader.

The volume of discipline is 3 ECTS credits.

The objective of the discipline is to obtain necessary theoretical knowledge and practical skills by the students in editing the texts which are written in literary and artistic genres and addressed to different age groups of readers.
The target of the discipline stipulates:
- studying the history of formation and development of editings peciality;
- familiarization with the theory of editing work;
- studying in detail the artistic style of Ukrainian literary language and genres of fiction;
- familiarization with the peculiarities of children’s readership;
- studying the creative abilities of children-authors;
- acquisition of a technological editing model;
- acquisition of skills of text analysis;
- acquisition of knowledge and skills of practical editing of text;
- acquisition of editing skills.

The course of discipline consists of three content modules.

The first content module stipulates the study of history and theory of editing speciality, the basic terms and concepts of discipline, theoretical conception of editing process.

The second content module is a detailed study of artistic style of Ukrainian literary language and the structure of literary and artistic genres.

The third content module is an in-depth study of specifics of texts editing which are addressed to different age groups of child’s readership, as well as the texts written by children.

The object of the discipline “Editing of artistic and children’s literature” is the texts and editions which are being prepared for publication, and the texts written by children.

The subject of the discipline is a technology of literary editing of texts.

In the process of discipline studying, a student acquires the following general, general-professional and specialized professional competencies: the ability to analysis and synthesis based on logical arguments and verified facts (analysis and synthesis); the ability to apply knowledge in practice (knowledge and practice); the ability to perform practical work in team under the supervision of a leader, subjecting to strict discipline (team work); the ability to effective and correct business communication in the professional sphere using the state language (communication skills); acquisition of basic general knowledge (basic general knowledge); the ability to profound knowledge of Ukrainian language (profound knowledge of Ukrainian language); the ability to knowledge and understanding of modern foreign and Ukrainian literature (basic knowledge of modern literary process); the ability to profound knowledge and understanding of the processes that take place in the field of social communications (profound knowledge of social and communication processes); the ability to use basic ideas about history, formation and development of publishing and editing business in terms of modern practice of a specialist (basic knowledge on the history of publishing and editing); the ability to apply methods of editing analysis in processing the texts with various target and readership purposes (production skills).

The thematic plan of discipline covers the following list of issues:

1) Editing as a professional activity: development of editing speciality: historical aspect; technology of text editing; analysis and conclusion; making an editorial conclusion as to analyzed text; text editing technology; practical text editing.

2) Editing the works of fiction: the functional styles of modern Ukrainian literary language, their purpose and main features; analysis of texts of literary and artistic works; genres of fiction; plot and compositions of the work; editing texts in accordance with their genre forms; tropes and stylistic figures in literary and artistic works; editing of poetry works; concept of individual author’s style; prose works editing and revealing in them the features of individual author’s style.

3) Editing the texts of children’s literature: the theory of editing of children’s works; analyzing and editing the texts targeted at the youngest age groups; genre forms of works for the children’s audience and features of their structure and content; analysis and editing the texts for children of junior and senior school age; the specifics of editing the texts written by children; editing the children’s lyrics; books editing, editing of books, newspapers and magazines for children.

In the educational process we use verbal (representation of the material during training sessions using computer technologies (presentation in PowerPoint), explanation, narration, discussion) and visual (observation, illustration, demonstration) methods of organization and implementation of educational and cognitive activity according to the sources of information. The inductive, deductive, analytical and systematic methods are used for logical communication of information and its maximum perception by a student.

To develop independent thinking of a future specialist we use reproductive, search and research methods. In particular, the curriculum provides for mastering the material by a student under supervision of the lecturer, and also self-guided work of bachelor’s degree students with different sources of information and independent performance of training tasks by future specialists.

In class we use the methods which stimulate interest in learning and motivation of educational and cognitive reality, namely: educational discussions, creation of a situation of cognitive novelty, application of the method of elegant analogies, etc.

Conclusions. According to the results of education, a student can know well any artistic text and can determine that particular work which has literary and artistic value among other ones. According to the theme
of the work, the method of its disclosure and lexical and syntactic structures of text, the student who studied the discipline “Editing of artistic and children’s editions”, can determine the age and skills of the author, as well as its readership. Thus, the acquired knowledge, skills and abilities will be useful for library staff when reviewing new revenues, analyzing bibliography processes and developing information infrastructure of library business. The acquired knowledge will be required also in service to library’s visitors.
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